PEOPLE FIRST
DESIGN FORWARD
In 1998, Sid Scott and Kelly Edwards founded
SCOTT | EDWARDS ARCHITECTURE (S|EA)
with the goal of providing the highest quality
architecture and planning services with
exceptional customer service. We now have 7
principals who bring over 100 years of combined
experience to S|E A’s leadership team. As the firm
has continued to grow over the past 22 years,
our commitment has remained the same,
PEOPLE FIRST | DESIGN FORWARD.
Our mission is to enhance life for clients, users,
and communities through thoughtful design in
architecture, planning, and interiors.

Kelly J. Edwards Architecture Sponsorship
F I RM STATS

Kelly Edwards, co-founder of S|E A, is lauded
as “the most well-rounded architect” and
a person with “incredible integrity.” He
would often spend a lot of time mentoring
our youngest staff and shaping them into
versatile architects. Sadly, Kelly passed
away in 2016, but the firm has determined

“The focus of our
scholarship is to support
underrepresented students
that reflect what Kelly
stood for as they pursue an
architectural education.”
– Sid Scott, Principal

a most fitting way to honor his name and
promote what he stood for.

Administered through ACE, the award is

S|EA is proud to honor Kelly’s legacy by

distributed such that the recipient can apply

launching the Kelly J. Edwards Architecture

$2,500 each to their first two years of school.

Scholarship in partnership with the ACE

After their second year, a summer internship

Mentor Program of Oregon, an after-school

at S|EA is made available, as well as job

program that helps high school students

shadow opportunities throughout the year.

explore careers in architecture, construction
management, and engineering.
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For

more

information
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how

to

apply for the scholarship, please contact

The annual scholarship awards $5,000 to

Kari Smith Haight from ACE at kari@

one underrepresented student of color who

portlandworkforcealliance.org.

Work in 23 States

10 Sustainablility
Certifications

is pursuing a college degree in architecture.
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